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Comments

Offensive_Brute • 3 points • 29 October, 2013 11:53 PM 

keep trying them on until the sales girl gives you her number just to close the deal.

rbcrusaders • 4 points • 8 November, 2013 05:49 AM 

being a man is not caring wtf the sunglasses look like and buying one that shades your eyes from the damn sun.
this is stupid, i thought this subreddit was about "becoming a man"... this is shallow bullshit.

scaredygotscared • 2 points • 27 November, 2013 01:27 AM 

Humans are machines though. Implementing fashion can be useful in reaching your goals in certain
situations.

I'm a freelancer in a very niche market. It wasn't until I started dressing more fashionably (not as a slob) that
I started being seen by people as someone they would actually trust with their money.

The key to me is would I be able to throw those sunglasses away if they weren't of use to me anymore? If
yes, then they're simply a tool to move forward and get what you want. Just like a hammer to build a house,
pencil to draw. If not, then I'm likely becoming to attached to the object itself which is certainly materialism.

I agree though that you could argue these things as a crutch, a strawman alpha man could theoretically do
whatever he wanted in his tighty-whiteys, but people react to many situations like looks, it affects the reptile
brain heavily I think. To reach a goal, you sometimes have to take actions that seem counter to your goals.
Counter to "true alpha".

It's the intention that makes fashion bullshit, not fashion itself. Don't you think, brother?

rbcrusaders • -1 points • 28 November, 2013 04:09 PM 

Your last statement- I agree.

However, I subscribed to this subreddit expecting good tips on how to be a man like how to be a leader.
Not fashion tips. You get fashion tips in Cosmo.

shockingnews213 • 1 point • 12 February, 2014 04:14 PM 

No, you get women's fashion tips in Cosmo unless you want to look like a metrosexual/transvestite.
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